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REACH was deployed to Nigeria in April 2017 in order to support the humanitarian response to the Lake 
Chad Crisis. REACH city-wide rapid assessments of informal internally displaced person (IDP) camps in 
Maiduguri aim to identify common community services used by IDPs and barriers they may or may not face 
in accessing critical services, while also building a deeper understanding around displacement dynamics of 
IDP populations.
The following factsheet provides an overview of the services accessed by IDP camp residents within the 
Jiddumuri Community1 (neighbourhood) in addition to profiles of each camp, and will serve as the foundation 
for future exercises that aim to understand movement intentions and absorption capacity of return settlements. 
Data collection for this assessment was conducted on 19 and 20 May 2017 through seven key informant 
interviews with community leaders and IDP camp leaders, as well as two focus group discussions with IDP 
camp residents. Findings should be considered as indicative only.

Overview

Maiduguri map

Displacement
IDPs from the ongoing conflict in north eastern Nigeria have been residing in informal camps in the Jiddumuri Community of Maiduguri since May 2014. For 
IDPs living in the six camps, displacement mostly occurred between May 2014 and January 2015. The majority did not travel direct to Jiddumuri, but rather 
stayed elsewhere in Maiduguri before relocating due to a lack of food and living space.
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Key figures

Date of main displacement from village of origin
Date first IDPs arrived in camp
Displacement and settlement in same month
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1 “Community” in this regard refers to the sub-ward level administrative area
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Access to services and basic items

Food security and livelihoods Healthcare

Education
WASH

Nearly all IDPs do not receive food assistance but they are able to occasionally 
earn money through casual labour. IDPs reported support in the form of in-
kind food gifts from some of the wealthier families and individuals in the host 
community, although begging is still widespread.

Healthcare is primarily accessed through temporary NGO clinics in the 
community, although some IDPs reported they are accessing a UNICEF clinic 
in the neighbouring Jidari Community. These facilities offer basic medicines 
and health checkups; for more serious issues, IDPs can only access the 
General Hospital, but most cannot afford treatment there.

Nearly all children are unable to access education services. There are no 
public schools in the community and families are unable to afford transport to 
formal schools located elsewhere. For most, the only accessible education is 
an informal Islamic School, but still not all children attend.

Most camps have NGO-built latrines, none of which have received maintenance 
and IDPs report that they are uncertain about who they can contact regarding 
this issue. IDPs living in camps without latrines use the open air. Water is 
accessible at a number of bore holes in the area, some of which are owned 
and operated by members of the host community.
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Shelter
Most camps have NGO provided shelters which IDPs maintain themselves. 
Shelters are prone to damage in stormy conditions, particularly as most 
camps are in open areas.

The following section provides an overview of IDPs’ access to services and basic items in the community. Further details on specific access issues faced by 
IDPs living in each camp can be found in the subsequent camp profiles.
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Ajiri
Key figures
Location: 11.78464785 N,  13.13971046 W
Date first IDPs arrived at this site: May 2015
Number of households: 30
Number of individuals:  176
Camp overview
After a direct attack by insurgents on the villages of Ajiri and Sojiri in May 2014, the villagers relocated 
to Maiduguri, initially settling in different locations around the city. After one year, a local businessman 
offered the villagers some land in Jiddumuri to form a camp. The villagers reunited in the camp, where 
NGO-provided shelters and latrines were installed. Residents earn income through casual labour and 
selling firewood, and food is largely purchased from the Maiduguri Monday Market. IDPs occasionally 
return to their villages to farm the land, but this remains a risk; IDPs from the camp were reportedly killed 
by armed opposition groups (AOGs) in March 2017 when searching for firewood in the bush.
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Primary ward of origin: Dalwa
Primary LGA of origin: Konduga
Primary state of origin: Borno
Tribe: Kanuri

Al-Hajiri Moduri
Key figures
Location: 11.77923654 N, 13.14051277 W
Date first IDPs arrived at this site: February 2017
Number of households: 10
Number of individuals: 60
Camp overview
Residents of Al-Hajari Moduri Camp left their village in June 2014 after an attack in which all houses were burned 
and the majority of adult males were killed. The remaining women and children, who now comprise the vast 
majority of the camp’s population, spent two years living and sleeping in caves. Eventually, the lack of food and 
shelter led the IDPs to relocate to Jiddumuri, where the community leader hosted them until a camp was formed. 
The camp has NGO-provided shelters. The residents do not receive food assistance but they are able to sell small 
bags of beans and other products to earn money for food. There are no latrines or showers in the camp, and as the 
closest bore hole is not functioning, IDPs access water at the home of a host community neighbour.
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Primary ward of origin: Ngoshe
Primary LGA of origin: Gwoza
Primary state of origin: Borno 
Tribe: Gwoza

Can Catholic Secretariat
Key figures
Location: 11.78831926 N, 13.13920297 W
Date first IDPs arrived at this site: December 2014
Number of households: 342

Number of individuals: 1662

Camp overview
In June 2014, an attack by insurgents in Pulka Village levelled all homes and left a number of villagers 
dead. The IDPs were initially relocated to Government College Camp in Maiduguri, but left due to poor food 
access. After spending a few days at Saint Hilary Church, the Priest offered the IDPs land for a camp, and 
IDPs from Madagali Village in Adamawa joined after an attack by AOGs. Most children in the camp attend 
the private school of Saint Hilary, with the Church covering all costs. The camp has a generator-powered 
water point, but financial constraints limit residents’ capacity to cover the running costs. All residents of the 
camp are reportedly due to be relocated to another site near Damboa Road in November 2017.
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Primary ward of origin: Pulka
Primary LGA of origin: Gwoza
Primary state of origin: Borno
Tribe: Mandar, Marghi

Fulatari Magwil

Camp overview
IDPs residing in Fulatari Camp originate from Lewanti Village in Bama and Gombole Bareki in Konduga. 
Those from Bama fled their homes as conflict broke out near their village in 2014. They travelled directly 
to Jiddumuri, where the brother of an IDP bought them a plot of land to set up camp. A direct attack on 
the village in Konduga in October 2014 forced the villagers to flee to Maiduguri. None of the children in 
the camp are in school because families cannot cover the costs of transport, uniforms and books. The 
camp has four NGO-constructed latrines but due to a lack of maintenance, all of them are full so IDPs 
must instead use the bush.

Primary ward of origin: Lawanti
Primary LGA of origin: Bama
Primary state of origin: Borno
Tribe: Fulani

Key figures
Location: 11.78581383 N, 13.13445796 W
Date first IDPs arrived at this site: December 2014
Number of households: 19
Number of individuals: 48
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2 Figures from IOM DTM, May 2017

https://nigeria.iom.int/dtm-may-2017
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Islamic Zatana
Key figures
Location: 11.78263123 N,  13.13279333 W
Date first IDPs arrived at this site: May 2014
Number of households: 20
Number of individuals: 70
Camp overview
In mid-2014, the residents of Ajiri Village in Dalwa Ward fled as conflict neared. The villagers travelled 
directly to Jiddumuri, choosing the location because individuals from neighbouring villages had already 
settled in the area. The IDPs were joined a few months later by families from Alau Village in Jere, who 
had followed a similar displacement pattern. Accessing water is a challenge for camp residents, as there 
are no water points near the camp. IDPs also reported the camp’s single makeshift latrine is in need of 
maintenance.
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Primary ward of origin: Dalwa
Primary LGA of origin: Konduga
Primary state of origin: Borno
Tribe: Shuwa Arab

Kekeno
Key figures
Location: 11.78269752 N, 13.13705621 W
Date first IDPs arrived at this site: August 2016
Number of households: 402

Number of individuals: 1702

Camp overview
Growing security concerns following the 2013 mass killings in Baga Village and attacks on nearby villages 
led the population of Kekeno Village to flee in early 2015. Since leaving, the entire village has been 
destroyed. A businessman from Kekeno who has lived in Maiduguri for 40 years allowed all the villagers 
to live in his home for 20 months, before starting a camp for them on a nearby plot of land in August 2016. 
The camp now has NGO-provided shelters and latrines, while water is accessed from a nearby bore hole 
also owned by the businessman. None of the children attend school and residents reported they are 
unable to access healthcare services because there are no nearby facilities.
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Primary ward of origin: Kekeno
Primary LGA of origin: Kukawa
Primary state of origin: Borno 
Tribe: Kanuri

2 Figures from IOM DTM, May 2017

About REACH
REACH facilitates the development of information tools and products that 
enhance the capacity of aid actors to make evidence-based decisions in 
emergency, recovery and development contexts. All REACH activities 
are conducted through inter-agency aid coordination mechanisms. 
For more information, you can write to our global office: 
geneva@reach-initiative.org.
Visit www.reach-initiative.org and follow us @REACH_info
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